The x-ray structure of the hydrated ammonium salt of the deoxytetranucleotide dpApTpApT was determined by Patterson and direct methods a t a resolution of 1 A. The crystal structure contains right-handed double-helical segments formed by complementary Watson-Crick-type hydrogen bonding between the adenine and thymine bases of neighboring molecules. The minihelix contains two base pairs. The chains are antiparallel. The A-T and T-A sequences have different phosphodiester conformations. The deoxyribose-pucker and the sugar-base orientation alternate along the chain depending on the nature of the base (3'-endo for purine and 2'-endo for pyrimidine). The extended structure is stabilized by base-base, base-sugar, and hydrogen-bond interactions. The minihelix of two base pairs provides starting coordinates for model-building studies of the dA-dT polymer. A B-DNAtype polymer structure is described, which has sequence-dependent alternations of both the deoxyribose pucker and the phosphate diester bridge conformation. Such sequence-dependent DNA structures, if present locally in regions such as operator sequences, could facilitate sequence-specific interactions. The crystal study also suggests possible geometrical parameters for the replication fork.
INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the DNA double helix by Watson and Crick,l a large body of physicochemical and biological information has accumulated on the structure of the genetic material. Many details of different helical structures of DNA and the influence of environmental factors such as hydration and the presence of metal ions, as well as the dependence of the DNA secondary structure on base composition and sequence, have been obtained mainly from analyses of x-ray fiber-diffraction patterns. 2 Much of today's thinking is directed at an understanding of how the nucleotide sequences of the double helix are selectively recognized by proteins. This requires a knowledge of the way in which specific base pairs and base sequences affect the finer details of the DNA structure. Such information cannot be obtained by the methods mentioned above, since the limited data they provide can only be used to visualize an overall averaged structure of the nucleic acid. Geometrical information about the detailed characteristics of the DNA double helix has only recently been obtained from the single-crystal analyses of the tetranucleotide d(pApT-APT),^ the hexanucleotide d(CpGpCpGpCpG),4 and of the tetranucleotide d(CpGpCpG).5,6 ~(~A P T~A~T )~ provided, for the first time, geometrical details at atomic resolution on right-handed double-helical fragments of DNA of the B-type. It also suggested a sequence-dependent alternating B-DNA-type structure for poly(dA-dT). The other oligonucleotides showed left-handed double-helical structures with a zigzag backbone.
A more recent work is concerned with the crystal structure analysis of d(CpGpCpGpApApTpTpCpGpCpG)7 at 1.9-A resolution, which presents a complete turn of B-DNA.
This paper describes the detailed crystal and molecular structures of the oligodeoxynucleotide 5'-P-adenylyl-3',5'-thymidylyl-3',5'-adenylyl-3',5'-thymidine d(pApTpApT) (Fig. 1 ) based on an x-ray analysis of its ammonium salt. A double-helical fragment consisting of two base pairs found in the crystal structure was used as a starting point in computer modelbuilding studies to generate a B-DNA-type (dA-dT) polymer having a sequence-dependent sugar-phosphate backbone conformation. 
EXPERIMENTAL
d-pApTpApT was synthesized by chemically polymerizing the dinucleotide d-pApT using the diester approach. 8 The material was purified by ion-exchange chromatography on columns of DEAE cellulose. The ammonium salt of the deoxytetranucleotide was crystallized at pH 7.5 as fine needles on diffusion of acetone into the aqueous solution over a period of about 2 weeks. The crystals were extremely hygroscopic and also readily damaged in the presence of excess acetone. After many attempts an undamaged single crystal was sealed in a capillary tube with mother liquor containing some additional acetone, and this was used for all experimental work.
The crystals were monoclinic with space group P21 and cell constants Intensities were measured on a Syntex P21 diffractometer by the wI20 scan technique using a high-intensity x-ray tube with monochromatized MoK, radiation. The resolution was 1.04 A (20,,, = 40O). There were no significant changes in the intensities of two monitor reflections during data collection. Measurements were made at 4528 reciprocal lattice points, giving 2717 independent reflections with F 1 1.5a(F). These were used, after the usual corrections, for the solution and refinement of the structure.
d-pApTpApT has a self-complementary base sequence. Theoretically, therefore, it could crystallize as a self-paired duplex of four base pairs. The present structure, however, contained two oligomers related by a two-fold screw axis, which ruled out this possibility and suggested that the actual structure would be significantly different from the usual double helix.
Determination of the structure was not straightforward. Initially we attempted to solve the phase problem by direct methods using both the SHELX and the MULTAN' sets of programs in combination with a wide variety of modifications to the starting phase set. Some of the E-maps obtained from these calculations contained covalently linked planar fragments corresponding to adenine. All attempts to derive the structure from phase expansions based on these fragments failed.
As an alternative, skeletal and CPK models of the tetranucleotide were built and positioned in the unit cell with the bases oriented along the (604) plane (which had the highest E&s value). Information on the packing of RNA double-helical fragments ApUlO and G P C ,~~J~ which crystallize in the same space group, was also used. The model and its orientation were adjusted with due regard to the restrictions imposed by the short 8.8-A c axis to enable the generation of Watson-Crick-type base pairs by suitable screw rotations and cell translations. From these considerations, a tetranucleotide model consisting of two helical dinucleotide units seemed most favorable. However, the nature of the link between the two units was not clear at that stage. This model served as a guide in locating the posi-tions of the P atoms from a sharpened Patterson map. Phases generated for the two P atoms that could be located most precisely were used as a starting point for tangent expansion following closely the method described by Karle.13 An almost complete structure was generated in six cycles. The remaining atoms, as well as the water molecules (some possibly NH: ions), distributed among 42 sites, were located from difference maps.
The structure was refined by least-squares to a conventional R = 0.153.
The site occupancies of the water molecule/NH: ions were included among the variables. It was decided to refine the site occupanies of the solvent molecules rather than their temperature factors, since several water-water contacts were shorter than 2 A, indicating that the water molecules are disordered. Thirty-six H atoms of the tetranucleotide molecule were fixed a t calculated positions. Only P atoms were allowed anisotropic temperature factors. It was not possible to refine the structure further because of the disordered water, and the limited data set.
A view of the molecule perpendicular to the bases is given in Fig. 2 . It shows that the molecule is extended about the middle phosphodiester link. The two halves on either side have very similar conformations. All four nucleotide units have the normal gg conformation about the C4'-C5' bond.
The final coordinates and thermal parameters of non-hydrogen atoms are listed in Tables I and 11 ; bond lengths and angles are given in Table  111 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Double-Helical Fragment
The oligomer molecule, as mentioned under Experimental, cannot form a self-complementary double helix of four base pairs in the present structure, which only has a 21 symmetry operator. A segment of a right-handed, antiparallel, two-base-pair double helix is, however, formed with complementary hydrogen bonding between adenine and thymine bases from two molecules related by the 21 axis (Al.T4*, T2-A3*; starred bases at 1 -x , -l/. + y, -z). The converse pairs T4-A1* and A3-T2* have the starred bases at 1 -x, 1/ 2 + y, -2; thus each molecule contributes to two minihelices, one with each of two other molecules related by a y translation. Figure 3 gives views of this minihelix perpendicular and parallel to the base pairs. Each base pair is held by hydrogen bonds between the N6 amino group of adenine and the 0 4 carbonyl group of thymine (3.04 A av.) and between N1 of adenine and N3 of thymine (2.82 A av.) in the classical Watson-Crick geometry, which is seen here for the first time for adeninethymine at atomic resolution in a single-crystal study.
Within each base pair the pyrimidine and purine bases are inclined to each other with a dihedral angle of 13' between A1 and T4* and 14' between T2 and A3*. A similar propeller twist that increases the overlap between one base and its neighbors is observed in the dodecamer d(CGCGAATTCGCG)7 and was proposed by Levitt from energy calculat i o n~.~~ The mean planes through the base pairs Al-T4* and T2-A3* are nearly parallel to each other (3"), with a vertical separation of 3.34 A. The angular orientation of the base pairs, defined by the angle between vectors Cl'Rl-C1'R4* and ClfR2-C1'R3*, is 31', and the Cl'-Cl' interstrand separation is 10.2 A, close to that found in ApU.1° This distance is significantly shorter than the corresponding distance found in the structure of G P C .~' ,~~
Sugar Conformation and Sugar-Base Orientation
A striking feature of the d-pApTpApT molecule, and hence of the minihelix, is the alternation of the sugar conformation between C3'-endo and C2'-endo pucker, depending on whether the sugar is attached to a purine or pyrimidine base. This is in contrast to the classical interpretations of DNA fiber patterns based on monotonic sugar geometry, C3'-endo in A-DNA and C2'-endo in B-DNA.2 
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The Sugar-Phosphate Backbone
The free P-0 bonds are short and the valence angles large (1.45 A av., 01-P-02 = 118' av.) compared with the ester bonds and angles (1.54 A av., 03-P-05 = 104' av.). The valence angles at 03' and 05' are close to 120'. It should, however, be noted that the high thermal parameters of some phosphate oxygens may make some phosphate dimensions imprecise. 
Base Stacking and Extended Crystal Structure
Base stacking contributes an important stabilizing force in polynucleotide structure. In d-pApTpApT the conformation of each molecule is stabilized by the considerable overlap between the adenine and thymine bases in the two halves of the molecule and also between the adenines A3 and A l * of two molecules related by a 21 axis. The average vertical distance between these bases is 3.5 A. The extended structure is further stabilized by intermolecular base-sugar interactions, similar to those found in UpA.I7J8 Intramolecular base-sugar stacking was observed in d(CG)34 and d(CG)Z structure^.^^ The stacking arrangements formed in the present structure are shown in the stereo views, Fig. 5(a,b) . To place the degree of overlap on a semiquantitative basis, we used potential-energy calculations,20 which sum the interaction energy between selected atomic groupings. We find that all three interactions Al:T2, A3:T4, and A3:Al* are -5.2 kcal/mol. The interaction energy between thymine and ribose, related by a c translation, is -3.9 kcal/mol between T2 and R1* and -3.4 kcal/mol between T4 and R3* (starred sugars at x, y , -1 + z ) . These figures are only approximate, but they do indicate the relative contributions of the various interactions.
In addition to these stacking forces, the molecules related by the b translation are held head to tail by a hydrogen bond 2.62 A long between the 03' hydroxyl group of one molecule at x, y, z and the free 5'-terminal phosphate oxygen atom O l P l of a molecule at x , 1 + y, 1 + z.
The extended crystal structure is stabilized by the water molecules and the NHZ ions. Hydrogen-bond distances of the first hydration shell are given in Table IV . All the free phosphate oxygens are coordinated by water/NH: ions, and so are the two oxygen atoms of the thymine and N3, N6, and N7 of the adenine bases. In addition, the 01' atoms of the deoxyribose rings of the thymines are coordinated to water molecules Owl1 (3.1 A) and Ow31 (2.8 A). There is also a network of hydrogen bonds between the water molecules forming a partially ordered structure that extends in infinite columns along the c axis parallel to the water-free columns of stacked base pairs as illustrated in Fig. 6 . This structured water provides a major stabilizing force maintaining the d-pApTpApT molecule in the extended crystal structure and accounts for the extreme instability of the crystals in the absence of the mother liquor of precise water content. 
The second atom in each pair is related to the first by the corresponding symmetry and translation: (1) x, y, z ; (2) -x, (1/2) +y,-z. The average esd is 0.08 8.
Poly(dA-dT) Model
The minihelix (M-T2)4A3*-T4*) found in the crystal structure provides a starting point for generating various models for the (dA-dT) copolymer. The coordinates of the minihelix are given in Table V . We have generated a right-handed double helix with the helix axis passing through the base pairs. Models built by hand and using computer programs21 showed that no helical structure could be generated from the crystal structure by helical rotation and translation only; it was necessary to make a major change in the conformation of the phosphodiester bridge between T2 and A3 (w', the torsion angle about the 03'-P bond, being changed from 168' to -125'; and 6, the torsion angle about the C3'-03' bond, from -156" to -175'). The resultant polymer is of the B-DNA type, with approximately 10 base pairs per turn and a pitch of 33 A (Fig. 7) . It differs from the classical DNA structure in having an alternating, sequence-dependent conformation and hence a dinucleotide repeat unit. In the present model, the A-T overlap is larger, whereas the T-A overlap is smaller than that of B-DNA.22 Such a poor T-A overlap may account for the observed break of the helical direction from T to A in the crystal structure. The intermolecular adenine-adenine and ribose-thymine interactions (Fig. 5 ) that are allowed by this break more than compensate for the loss of intramolecular T-A stacking energy. The model embodies the alternating sugar conformation found in the crystal structure and also shows a difference in phosphate diester conformation between A-T and T-A sequences (a' N -7OO between A and T, N -125" between T and A). The helical turn per base pair is also different for the two sequences: 31" between A and T and 41" between T and A.
Such a sequence-dependent variation in the local conformation of the deoxyribose-phosphodiester backbone may account for the observations that (A.T)-rich regions of DNA and poly(dA-dT) differ in several biochemical and physicochemical properties from regions with other seq u e n c e~.~~-~~ An interpretation of these observations in terms of the alternating DNA model has been given e l s e~h e r e .~~,~~ More recent physicochemical evidence regarding the alternating nature of the phosphodiester backbone of poly(dA-dT) comes from P3I-nmr studies of the highly homogeneous 145 base-pair fragment and a joint xrayhmr study on fibers of double-helical p~l y ( d A -d T ) .~~,~~ Alternating structures have been demonstrated for synthetic DNAs in high-salt solution by nmr studies.31
Stereochemistry at the Replicating Fork
The classical autoradiography experiments of Cairns"2 have shown that DNA duplicates by forming a fork. The two chains of the parent duplex become separated at the fork and pair with newly made complementary chains. Replication is a complex, multistep process, involving a relatively large number of proteins. 33 The crystal conformation observed here may, P4  01P4  02P4  03P4  05P4  P 3  OlP3  02P3  03P3  05P3  01R4  C1R4  C2R4  C3R4  03R4  C4R4  C5R4  01R3  C1R3  C2R3  C3R3  C4R3  C5R3  N1T4  C2T4  02T4  N3T4  C4T4  04T4  C5T4  C6T4  C7T4  N1A3  C2A3  N3A3  C4A3  C5A3  C6A3  N6A3  N7A3  C8A3  N9A3  P2  01P2  02P2  03P2  05P2   P1 O l P l 02P1 05P1 however, provide a possible model for the spatial relationship between the parent and daughter stems at the fork at a particular stage of the replication process.
The model (shown in Fig. 8 ) is obtained by extending three minihelices that are adjacent to each other in the crystal structure (enclosed within dotted lines in the schematic diagram). All the stereochemical properties found for the tetranucleotide molecules are retained. P represents the phosphodiester bridging the parent and daughter duplex, w' and w represent the torsion angles about the in-chain P-03' and P-05' bonds. These values are 168" and -74", which are the same as those observed in the crystal structure. They correspond to the trans-gauche ( t g -) conformation for the bridging phosphodiester. This conformation produces an extended structure for the parent DNA chains at the fork unlike the gauche-gauche (g-g-) conformation of the backbone within the helical segments. It also separates adjacent bases on either side of the bridge in each strand by about 14 A, such that the displaced base can pair satisfactorily with a complementary base of the daughter strand. The base pairs adjacent to the phosphodiester bridging P are at almost the same level, whereas the separation within the duplex region is 3.4 A. The distance between the daughter helix axes is about 23 A, and the angle subtended on the parent helix axis (angle between planes passing through helix axes) is 120°C. These values are estimated from our model studies, and small changes can be envisaged. It may be noted here that a tg-phosphodiester conformation has been proposed by Sundaralingam et a1.34 for the messenger RNA during its interaction with the two transfer RNAs.
Several other conformations are possible for the fork depending on the constraints placed on the bridging regions of the backbone. The backbone unit of the polynucleotide chain is composed of six skeletal bonds P-05', Fig. 8 . Stereochemical model of the replication fork, obtained by extending three minihelices found adjacent to each other in the crystal structure (enclosed within dotted line in the schematic diagram). P represents the parent DNA phosphodiester bridging the adjacent nucleotides in the fork region. w' and w are torsions around P-03' and P-O5'bonds, respectively. The backbone conformation is tg-and extended at the fork unlike the g-g-conformation within the helical limbs.
05'-C5', C5'-C4', C4'-C3', C3'-03', and 03'-P. The possibility of rotations about these bonds can result in a large number of spatial relationships among the three DNA limbs at the fork region. Earlier analysis of conformational principles in nucleic acids by S~n d a r a l i n g a m~* $~~ suggests that the flexibility of polynucleotide chains can be regarded mainly in terms of rotations about the bonds linking successive nucleotide units. A large number of conformational possibilities exist even if rotations about the P-0 linkages alone are considered. The present model shows one such possibility and has the attraction that by a change of one single rotation (about P-03' of the bridging phosphate) one can bring the three DNA stems at the fork in a satisfactory and close proximity.
